WHODUNIT SCAVENGER HUNT
Who stole the honey from the Kodiak bear?
(Ages 10 and up)
One warm summer day the Kodiak bear returned home from vacation to find that some sticky‐
pawed thief had stolen all of his honey! Detective Monte L. Bean has decided to turn the case
over to you to solve. Are you up for the task? Start at the Kodiak bear between the east
entrance and information desk.
1. When you visit the Kodiak bear’s den, you find him pacing restlessly. “Who was at your
house most recently?” you ask, searching for clues. “The twins were taking care of my
den and watering my plants while I was away.” The bear replies, wringing his paws.
“They made quite a mess. I’m afraid my den isn’t tall enough for them.” You think
about it for a moment and then realize who he is talking about and decide to head there
next.
2. The twins are known for having their heads in the clouds and don’t want to talk to you.
“Last time we saw the honey, it was rather far from here.” One responds cryptically.
“You’re looking for an environment that has what 71% of the Earth is covered with. The
honey thief might have gone there. The trail is probably still fresh.” The other twin says,
pointing his hoof at some of the signs nearby. Look at some of these signs to figure out
what he’s talking about and where you need to go next!
3. Now that you’ve reached this area, use the sign to complete the following words and
you’ll know where to head next!
elted K ngfisher
Pinnula ia
iatoms
pirogyra
4. The noise in this room is almost overwhelming! It’s like the animals are all clamoring for
your attention. Look for a small unassuming creature that is generally darker brown
than mallard females and mottled ducks (look at the placards to find this information!
This may take a while!).
Now that you’ve found it, take the 2nd and 3rd letter of its name, and the 1st and 5th
letter of its scientific name and rearrange them to find out where to go next! If you can
hunt down the right letters, you’ll be the top unscrambler!

5. When you reach this new area and start asking around, one animal says proudly: “Back
in my day, I used to hunt honey thieves all the time!”
A female nearby scoffs: “You did not! You never did the hunting. Only the females did!”
What animal are you talking to?

Once you locate this animal, you see several of them out hunting. One is hunting two
zebras, and one is hunting two Cape buffalo.
“They only ever seem to be in twos!” one lion says with exasperation as he runs by after
the zebras.
You realize this is a clue as to where you need to go next. What story deals with animals
in sets of two and Biblical figures that were probably very good Packers? This story
should be carved into your brain by now!
6. There are lots of small animals tucked into the corner of this exhibit, but one type
sssseemsss to be missssing. Maybe Noah made it stay in the basement of the ship!
7. You’ll find all of these types of animals in three cases all in a row, and after asking
around, you’re directed to the third case from the left, to the bottom shelf and the
second animal from the left on this shelf. What is the second word in his name? Use it to
fill in the blank below.
You’ll find the villain in the land of
and honey.
But where is this land?
“It’s somewhere hot with lots of grass and animals. In fact, I think it was one of
Detective Monte L. Bean’s favorite places!” the animals tell you.
8. Buzz buzz! The sound of bees close by tells you that you must be in the right place. The
honey thief has to be nearby! Find the bees in this room, and you’ll catch the sticky‐
pawed criminal!
WHO STOLE THE HONEY?

